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**Paddle Plunger Plunder**

**Supplies:** plungers, paddles, ping pong balls, clear collection barrels, hooked hands, pirate hats

**Set up:** Each team has a captain catcher and five mates to paddle the ping pong balls to the captain.

**To play:** Grab a ping pong ball from the "chest". Using the paddles only, relay the ball down to the captain who will try to catch it with the plunger. Then dump the ball into the barrel.

---

**Cirque du Noisiest**

**Supplies:** colored bean bags, two different noise-making devices, blindfolds, buckets, rope, animal and ringmaster hats

**Set up:** Create a rope "arena". Each team has a ringmaster bucket-holder, three "noisemakerers", and two blindfolded "animals".

**To play:** Set the animals loose in the arena. When they hear their team's noise, they crawl and pick up bean bags. Noisemakerers make noise until their team's animals pick up the team-color bean bag. The ringmaster then makes noise for the animal to follow, and it places the bean bag into their bucket.

---

**SGEG**

(Scrambled Eggs)

**Supplies:** primary-and pastel-colored plastic eggs marked with shapes or symbols, chicken hats, plastic bins

**Set up:** Divide your audience into two teams. Choose one person for each side to be the egg counter.

**To play:** Shower the primary-colored egg halves into one side of the audience, and the pastel-colored egg halves into the other. Pick up one half in each hand, match color and symbol with other teammates to make a whole egg, and bring the assembled egg to the counter. Return to the audience for more eggciting fun!